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College may ban bottled water
Current contract
with Coke
doesn’t expire
until 2015
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Kimberlee Lawson
Volunteer
IT’S STILL a hot debate over cold water,
as Red River College weighs in on whether
or not to ban the sale of bottled water.
In September, The University of
Winnipeg became the first university in
Canada to ban the sale of bottled water
on campus. Students at other Manitoba
post-secondary institutions are wondering
whether their campuses will do the same.
James Cook, vice-president Princess
Street for the Red River College Students’
Association, said there is no timeline for
discussion about the issue. However, that
doesn’t mean it won’t be considered.
“There is nothing permanent in the
works, but I know there is some student
concern, so later in the school year when
things calm down a bit, and we get our
full council in place, we will talk about it
further,” Cook said.
Should the SA feel there is student interest, it would issue a referendum, leaving
students to decide the fate of bottled water
on campus. If a majority of students vote
in favour of a ban, the SA would begin to
implement one.
But, an initiative of this magnitude
comes with concerns, as the ban would initially be very costly. In order to accommodate students, access to free water would
have to be improved. Cook said that cooperation with administration would be necessary in funding such accommodations.
“The SA would lobby college admin-
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istration for things like gooseneck fountains
to fill up reusable bottles and to have the
water tested to alleviate concerns about the
safety of the water,” he said.
At the U of W, where 85 per cent of
students voted in favour of banning bottled
water, the administration agreed to partner
with the students’ association and support
the initiative financially.
“Because of administration, all the
water fountains on campus have been revitalized and updated, so now students
can refill their water bottles at gooseneck
fountains,” said UWSA President Jason
Syvixay.
Another concern is the college’s contract with Coke, who is the bottled water
supplier. Cook said the college would likely
have to wait until the college’s contract
with Coke expires to implement the ban.
That contract doesn’t expire until 2015.
U of W was able to negotiate changes
to their existing Pepsi contract.
“Pepsi is still selling drinks on campus,”
Syvixay said. “Because they’re not selling
water on campus, our contract with them
has now been extended (indeterminately),
and will end once they make up the money

that would have been lost from bottled
water sales.”
While implementing a ban on the sale
of bottled water is a costly and complex
process, student association representatives
can see the benefit to both students and
post-secondary institutions.
Cook said a ban would benefit the
college by complementing the college’s
attempt to encourage environmentally
friendly behavior.
“It would get everybody moving in the
right direction when it comes to environmental living. If they are bringing a reusable water bottle to school, it could catch
on in their everyday lives,” Cook said.
For Syvixay, the costs associated with
banning the sale of bottled water on
campus are outweighed by the benefits to
students. For him, it’s a matter of principle.
“Water is a basic human right and
students should not have to pay for it,
especially when they don’t have money in
their pockets because they are paying for
their tuition,” he said. “Water should not
be subject to commodification.”
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>> Would you support a ban on bottled water at RRC?
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“I would. I usually drink
Coke. I don’t want to drink
water if I have to pay for it
when I can get it for free.”

“Definitely not. I think it’s
a lot more convenient to
have water at the school.
It’s silly to ban water and
not ban pop. Get rid of
water and people will just
drink Coke, Pepsi, and
other sugary crap.”

“It is a waste of resources
to bottle water, but Red
River isn’t equipped for a
ban. There aren’t enough
water fountains.”

“No I don’t think I would,
because if someone
forgets (their water at
home) they’re stuck with
juice or pop. If I forgot my
water I wouldn’t want to
have to buy sugary juice or
pop. It’s nice to have the
option.”

GOT A NEWS TIP OR STORY IDEA?
EMAIL EDITOR@RRCSA.COM
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Anyone can write for the Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to
contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article
to the appropriate section editor or join our
contributors’ list. Though we will consider all
submissions, due to space restrictions, the
Projector cannot guarantee that all articles
received will be published. If you wish to
respond to something you’ve read in this
issue, letters to the editor can be emailed to
editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to
be around 150 to 200 words in length. The
Projector reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and legal guidelines. The Projector
also reserves the right to reprint submissions
at any time, in both written and electronic
formats. The Projector will not publish
content that it deems to be racist, sexist, or
otherwise hateful or prejudiced.
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U of M declares war on RRC
Anna Harrison
News Editor
RED RIVER STUDENTS at
the Princess Street campus got a
surprise Oct. 1 when they were
greeted by a large, ugly cardboard
sculpture of a hand just outside
of the lecture theatre.
Scattered underneath the
monstrosity and throughout the
atrium were copies of a threeparagraph manifesto, declaring
war on Red River’s advanced
graphic designed students.
“Our two programs have
existed side by side for many silent
and restive years,” the ultimatum
read. “We call now for a cessation
of that silence with an immediate
commencement of open and aggressive monkeyshines.”
In a bold display by the
graphic design thesis class of the
University of Manitoba, our students have been urged to respond.
“We have thrown down the
gauntlet, oh worthy adversary,
and stand firmly at our walls prepared for your salvo of response
to arrive.”
Raf Kozak is one of the students the manifesto was aimed at.
“When people think about
graphic design they think of the
program at Red River,” he said.
“U of M wanted to attack the big
guys.”
Unfortunately, the graphic
design students weren’t around to
see the display in time, said Ada
Nordkvist, also a third-year advanced graphic design student.
“They picked a really bad
time to do it,” she said. “We
were out on our mentorship and

The manifesto
scattered
throughout
the college’s
atrium.

“When people
think about graphic
design they think
of the
program at
Red River.
U of M wanted to
attack the
big guys.”
-Raf Kozak,
Red River College
graphic design student
Aaron Cohen / The Projector

University of Manitoba students used this display to declare war on RRC.

by the time we got back it had
been taken down. Not many of us
actually got to see it.”
The rivalry between the two
programs is well known to those
in them. Kirk Warren, an assistant professor of graphic design
at the University of Manitoba,
instructs the students responsible
for the stunt.
“U of M is very small within
the school of art, and the work
done is of a more conceptual
nature,” he said. “In terms of
rivalry? The students are going

for the same jobs and wanting
the attention. But things like this
build relations, makes everyone
work together through a creative
effort.
“We are expecting an equally
creative effort in return,” he said.
Warren said he wasn’t aware
of the scale of the stunt that his
students were planning.
“I knew there was a bunch of
cardboard that we had to get rid
of. I knew a part of it, but not everything,” he said.
Beyond the elaborate sculp-

ture, the U of M students also
placed their manifesto in the
mailboxes of graphic design instructors in the creative arts department office. This shocked
creative arts administrative assistant Klara Labady, who swears
she locked the office door at 4:00
p.m. Wednesday afternoon, the
day before the stunt.
“I don’t know how they
got in, but I had one on my
chair when I came in Thursday
morning,” Labady said. “Now, its
only speculation but I figure it’s an

inside job. I wasn’t here to witness
anything but I know there were a
few instructors with classes until
five, so you have to wonder, how
did they get in after 5:00 p.m?”
Labady has asked, but so far
no one is coming forward.
As for a response, the RRC
advanced graphic design class
does not wish to give anything
away just yet. Nordkvist hints that
something may be brewing.
“What is it they say? Revenge
is a dish best served cold?” she
said.
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Houston’s has simple advice
to avoid spreading illness through
a second wave of H1N1.
“Stay home and take care of
yourself,” she said.
Following proper etiquette
for coughing and sneezing is important, as well as frequent hand
washing. Houston also pointed
out the importance of hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes.
Houston urged caution
where people are sharing space
and workstations.
“The message has to be
about keeping everyone healthy,
and knowing what preventative
measures to take,” she said.

CAMPUS NEWS

Fighting the flu season
Many students unaware of H1N1 risks
Amanda Hope
Volunteer
AS THE outside temperature
slowly drops, students at Red
River College prepare for the
rapidly approaching winter. This
season, in addition to regular cold
and flu precautions, students must
be ready for the second wave of
the H1N1 flu virus.
Though a vaccine will be
made available to all Manitobans
in November, many Red River
students seemed unaware of the
virus in a quick polling last week.
When asked to explain his
knowledge of H1N1, digital multimedia technology student Colin
Scarfe admitted he didn’t know
much.
“I have no idea,” he said.
Andrea Klaverkamp, a first-

year business student, said newspapers don’t offer much information about H1N1.
“I know some people are terrified,” she said.
Amanda Misir, also a business student, said awareness
about the flu could be improved.
“People should be more informed about what it is, and what
people can do to prevent it,” she
said.
RRC is currently monitoring
absenteeism for both students and
staff, and a weekly total is recorded. The college is operating normally, but all programs may be
shut down if the province issues a
pandemic warning.
Courses will not be taught
through alternate means, such as
the Internet, during a shutdown
period. However, communica-
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For more information on H1N1 in
Manitoba, visit http://www.gov.
mb.ca/flu/index.html
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Hello Red River Students, well for those of you who are still
chanting “toga toga” from our last kegger, it’s time to trade them in for
your winter jackets. Yes the inevitable is upon us and it is getting cold,
but that doesn't mean you still can’t have fun. The Students' Association
has a variety of events to keep it hot, even while it’s cold outside. Curious??, check your white boards, join the events email list or stop by our
offices, we will be happy to explain all about it.
Just a quick reminder that if you planning on dropping your health
insurance you must do so within 30 days of the start date of you program.
Opt-out forms are available at FM66 (NDC) or in our offices.
Please Remember our office doors are always open…
CM20 @ NDC & P110 @ PSC
Class Reps Meeting & AGM

We are having the Red River College Students’ Association’s Annual General Meeting on Nov. 3,
2009. At this meeting we will be discussing various financial issues as well as voting on our
auditors for the next fiscal year. If getting involved is something that interests you please feel free
to stop by, it will be held at noon in the green lecture theatre.

NEWS.. NEWS..
Up Coming Events
EVENTS
Feb.
9—Feb.23
Kick Off BBQ

Every Tuesday will be
MOVIE DAY
in the Cave
Popcorn specials
available at the
Ox
Join the SA Events
Email List
saevents@rrc.mb.ca

NEWS..

NEWS..

NEWS..

SA Board members
wanted !!!
Come grab your application at
CM-20 on NDC or
P110-160 at PSC

Join the Student Advisory Board and
become an active student !!
Wanting to fundraise for a good cause ?? Graduation party ?
Join a club or create a club and we will help by providing
assistance and opportunities…
Applications are available at CM-20, NDC or P110-160 at PSC.

Check out the
SA website @
www.rrcsa.com

Notre Dame Campus
CM20 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Princess Street Campus
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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New campus to help revitalize the Exchange
New restaurant, residence
part of the solution
Kiley Dick
Volunteer
RED RIVER COLLEGE is
taking over a historic building in
the Exchange, to add a bit more
student life to downtown.
The Union Bank Tower next
to city hall, is western Canada’s
oldest skyscraper. Built in 1904,
it has stood on the corner of
William Avenue and Main Street
in Winnipeg’s Exchange District
for over one hundred years.
Red River College plans to
give this old, weary building a
fresh look as the college begins
massive renovations for the new
culinary arts and hospitality programs, along with a residence set
to open by fall 2011.
“We are so excited,” said
John Reimers, chair of Red
River’s hospitality department.
“Our present facilities are 40
years old and we need to keep
with the times if we want to see
enrollment increase.”
The building provides Red
River with over 12,500 square
feet of useable space, and the
college plans to use every inch.
First grade cooking facilities
and classrooms will dominate the
first three floors. Three restaurants will be developed, and the
college’s Prairie Lights restaurant
will be relocated.
One hundred dorm units
will make up the top seven floors
of the building. The residence
will be a first for the college.
“The new building provides
a great potential for a residence,

which makes perfect sense,”
Reimers said.
The residence will have oneand two-bedroom rooms with the
larger spaces to house students
with families. It hopes to attract
the attention of rural and aboriginal students who have difficulty
finding places to stay close to
campus.
“Our goal is to keep students
in Manitoba, instead of them
having to migrate to different
provinces, which happens a lot,”
said Reimers.
Exchange BIZ executive director Mal Anderson is thrilled
about the move because of its location in the heart of Winnipeg’s
cultural and dining centre.
“The plans compliment the
aesthetics of the building, and
the fact the culinary arts will be
moving in meshes so well with the
area,” he said.
Added Reimers: “This move
will help to revitalize downtown
and the Exchange. Students
create revenue and revenue
creates wealth.”
More students in the Exchange will also help make the
area a safer place for residents,
students, and visitors. With the
college planning to use the residence as accommodations for visitors during the summer months,
Reimers believes safety is key.
“The residence will increase
the flow of people, making it a
safe area where people want to
be,” he said.
Red River grad Andrew Paterson donated $2 million to help

“Our present
facilities are 40
years old and
we need to keep
with the times
if we want to
see enrollment
increase.”
- John Reimers,
chair, hospitality
department
Rheanne Marcoux / The Projector

fund the building’s refurbishment
and pledged to fundraise an additional $8 million. The provincial
government pledged $4.5 million

and federal government kicked in
$9.5 million.
The campus is set to open by
fall 2011. When completed, the

COLLEGE NEWS

RRC adds 19 Gold Seal courses
Renee Lilley
Volunteer
THE CANADIAN Construction Association has recently
approved 19 new Red River
College courses under its Gold
Seal accreditation process, bringing the total number of Gold
Seal courses to 25, the most of
any institute in the province.
The CCA Gold Seal Certification Program is a national
program for various positions
within construction involving
project managers, superintendents, estimators and owners’
project managers. It is a voluntary program that develops
a sense of professionalism and
commitment to excellence, based
on the individual’s experience,
education and examination.
The approval of the new
courses must match 80 per cent
of curriculum standards through
the CCA’s accreditation board.
The CCA regards the program
as beneficial to candidates who
complete the certification.

Gold Seal Manager Stephanie Wallace said there are nearly
6,900 certificate holders in
Canada. She said the accreditation of Gold Seal means students
get a better education by taking
the courses.
“There was a lack of accredited courses for a long time, and
now the addition of courses helps
them get the proper education
they need,” she said.
The Gold Seal Program is
offered at a number of other
colleges in the country, but Red
River has the distinction of the
most courses within Manitoba.

At Red River, courses under
the program include building
code analysis, business law, construction job site management,
surveying, and project team management.
Local construction companies praise the value of the
program.
Christine Miller, Gold Seal
manager for Manitoba Heavy
Construction, said the program is
a very valuable, personal achievement for individuals.
“It is a huge accomplishment because, before Gold Seal,
students would get their university degrees in engineering and
law and have some work experience but no accreditation,” Miller
said. “Now they have recognition
that meets criteria for employers
across Canada.”
Gold Seal is offered with
partnership through local Construction companies like the Winnipeg Construction Association
and courses at Red River.
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$27-million, it will be called the
Paterson GlobalFoods Institute.

HELP WANTED
We are looking for someone to assist a physically disabled female
student with personal care at RRC. The time commitment is
approx 10 minutes each session, usually around the noon hour,
Mon to Fri. The hourly wage is fourteen dollars ($14.00) per hour
and each session would be paid out at the rate of 45 minutes.
There is usually only one session required each day but there are
occasions when there may be more. The applicant must have a
cell phone (for texting), and a Child Abuse Registry clearance. We
are hoping to have two students share the duties so there is back
up available if one student is away due to
illness/breaks/practicums. If the successful student(s) is
interested we would like to extend the job to work in the home
for occasional evenings and overnights. Please email
welp4@shaw.ca with your interest.

Feel good! Help others in your community. Deliver hot
noon meals. Volunteer for two hours, once a week or
twice a month, when it fits your schedule.

Call: 956-7711

www.mealswinnipeg.com

WRITE FOR THE PROJECTOR!
EMAIL NEWS@RRCSA.COM
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POLITICS

RRC helps donors roll up their sleeves

Politicians gamble
when it comes to
negative ads

Shelley Cook
Volunteer
RED RIVER COLLEGE staff
and students rolled up their
sleeves to help save lives at the college’s blood donor clinic Oct. 1.
The clinic, which held six
beds, saw people from all around
the downtown area dropping in
to give a pint.
“It’s definitely worth it to
give blood cause you’re saving
somebody, and if you have the
ability to do that then I think that
it’s really awesome to be able to,”
said 19-year old graphic design
student Suzanne Cote. “It’s not as
bad as people think it is. Everyone
hypes up the big needle, but it’s
not that bad.”
Michael Coble, a college
employee, agreed.
“A lot of people are probably
very cautious because they think
it’s painful, but it’s not that bad,”
he said. “They should probably
give it a try to see if they can actu-

ally do it, and they might be surprised that it’s not as bad as they
thought it was going to be.”
The entire process took
between 40 to 45-minutes for
Cote and Coble, and both plan to
donate blood regularly.
Darrin Desmedt, community development co-ordinator
of Winnipeg Blood Services, said
people like Cote and Coble are
the reason many sick people are
able to get better.
“There is no synthetic replacement for blood,” Desmedt
said. “Without donors, people
who require blood, and blood
products, wouldn’t be able to get
healthy, and there would be no
way to help these people.”
Canadian Blood Services is
a national organization that receives approximately 85,000 units
of blood a year that helps thousands of patients across Canada.
“It’s a really neat way to
give back to the community,”
Desmedt said. “It’s different

because instead of writing a
cheque, or giving money, you’re
giving blood.”
However, Desmedt understands that donating isn’t for everyone.
“For some people it’s just not
a reality, but that’s where volunteers come in,” he said. “They
play a really big role in helping us
save lives as well.”
Coble will be donating blood
at the next clinic on Dec. 1 at the
Princess Street campus. He said
helping others by giving blood is
something that he is happy to do.
“It feels really good to be able
to help people,” he said. “Even
though I’ll never meet them, it’s
just good to know that I’ve helped
them out.”
For more information about donating blood, or becoming a volunteer
please check the Canadian Blood Services website at www.blood.ca, or call
1-888-2-DONATE.

Check those health checks
Be wary of manufacturer health logos
Angele Faucher
Volunteer

THE food culture in North
America has shifted. More and
more people are turning away
from eating junk and calling for
quick and healthy alternatives.
There is a strong consumer trust
when it comes to health symbols,
but, as with many trends,
company shortcuts can degrade
quality, which may mean what
we’re eating is not as healthy as
we think.
There are no government
regulations on the use of health the company and go through
food symbols. Kraft Foods Inc., numerous laboratory tests that
makers of products like Cheese examine it’s nutritional contents.
Whiz, promote their Sensible So“There are criteria for nulutions logo, while PepsiCo, pro- trients that Canadians are enducers of Quaker (among others) couraged to consume more of,”
market a green Smart Spot icon. Lawrence said. “For example,
Other companies have similar calcium, fibres and vitamins and
programs.
those they should consume less of
Stephanie Lawrence, Health such as fat, sugar and sodium.”
Check comThe
abunmunications "Health Check is the only dance of healthy
manager for
food symbols on
neutral, third-party nonthe
Heart
packaging can
profit food information
and Stroke
be confusing to
program in the country.” the average confoundation,
said
sumer.
Many
- Stephanie Lawrence,
the Health
products displayHealth Check
Check sign is
ing these symbols
the label consumers should trust disguise the negative aspects of
the most.
the product and highlight only
“Health Check is the only the good. T
neutral, third-party non-profit
The Quaker Chewy Granola
food information program in the bars received the smart selection
country,” she said.
icon by PepsiCo because it is low
For a product to earn the in saturated fat, contains no trans
Heart and Stroke’s Health Check fat or cholesterol. However, there
symbol, it must be submitted by are six grams of sugar for every

26-gram bar, meaning 23 per cent
of each granola bar is pure sugar.
Lori Kelly, director of health
and wellness for PepsiCo, said the
Smart Spot campaign “has been
a positive program. It has helped
consumers make healthier decisions,” she said.
A Kraft Dinner package is
marked with the Sensible Solutions flag because it claims to be
a source of calcium, iron and
protein. However, the prepared
mix contains 19 per cent of the
recommended daily sodium
intake.
Health symbols on food
packaging are not meant to make
healthy choices for the consumer,
but instead aid in making healthier decisions. Many companies
have nutrition experts working
alongside them, like PepsiCo’s
Blue Ribbon Advisory Board.
However, that doesn’t substitute the need for consumers to be
aware and educated about food.
Consumers should be mindful
that companies are in business to
make money.
PepsiCo and the Heart and
Stroke Foundation said they
would support a government
program which regulates the use
of healthy symbols on food packaging.
“We would hope to be collaborated with the government if
they were introducing something
like that,” Kelly said.
The Heart and Stroke Foundation would be “supportive of
this strategy in general in order to
reduce confusion in the marketplace,” Lawrence said.

Jérémie Wookey
Volunteer
WITH Andrew Swan recently
dropping out of the NDP provincial leadership race, the competition between remaining candidates Steve Ashton and Greg
Selinger has become more heated
than ever.
As we’ve seen in the past,
heated political battles can get
nasty as voting day approaches.
This includes negative advertising, which has recently been used
at the federal level by the Conservatives to paint Liberal leader
Michael Ignatieff as a foreigner.
But will these types of ads
start being used by the remaining candidates in the race for the
NDP provincial leadership?
Dr. George MacLean, a
political studies professor at the
University of Manitoba, said he
doesn’t expect candidates to start
a smear campaign.
“It’s highly unlikely that
either candidate will use negative advertising,” MacLean sai
said. “It would really sour the
campaign. The NDP is not only
looking for a new leader, the party
is also looking for a win in the next
provincial election, and whomever becomes the new leader is most
likely going to need the support
of the other.”
Although these types of ads
might not be the best option for
Ashton and Selinger, they can be
used to a candidate’s advantage in
some situations, MacLean said.
“Negative ads can be very
effective,” he said. “They can
provide tremendous results for
certain politicians or groups, par-
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ticularly when the audience feels
as though they are being involved
in some sort of dialogue.”
MacLean contends these
ads can work when the issues are
packaged in a way that resonates
with voters.
“For instance, stating that
your opponent is soft on crime
when people feel vulnerable is
sometimes effective,” he said.
Despite the many negative
ads that have worked for political
candidates in the past, there is a
certain risk factor involved.
“It backfires when voters feel
it speaks down to them, or when
it gets too personal,” MacLean
said. “For example, when the
federal Progressive Conservatives
mocked Jean Chrétien’s style,
many felt his Bell’s Palsy was
being made fun of.”
Some Red River students feel
these ads aren’t the most effective
way for politicians to increase
their popularity.
“I dislike the fact that candidates are always pointing out
faults in each other” said Julien
Cloutier, a plumbing apprentice
at the Notre Dame Campus. “I’d
much rather they use that time to
tell me what they would do if they
won.”
Maclean added that negative
ads are also often misleading.
“Negative advertising often
skirts over the real issues. It takes
complex issues and presents them
in a very simple manner,” he said.
“These ads dumb down the political process and they are not
helpful to a substantive political
dialogue.”

NEED ASSISTANCE IN THE EMPLOYMENT JUNGLE?
CONTACT EMPLOYMENT SERVICES, 632‐3966 OR EMAIL
JOBCENTRE@RRC.MB.CA to BOOK AN APPOINTMENT!
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Students undeterred by cell phone driving ban
Kiran Dhillon
Volunteer
RED RIVER COLLEGE students are expressing skepticism as
to whether or not recently passed
legislation, that will fine Manitobans close to $190 for texting
or talking on cellphones while
driving, will be effective in deterring the dangerous behaviour.
The proposed legislation will
be proclaimed into law within the
first half of 2010. According to
cell phone use statistics provided
by Manitoba Infrastructure and
Transportation, drivers who text
are 23 times more likely to be involved in a collision.
A massive campaign is
already underway on billboards,
TV, radio and the Internet to
educate Manitobans about the
law before it will be enforced.
Manitoba Public Insurance
spokesman Brian Smiley said
MPI’s priority is to educate the
Rheanne Marcoux / The Projector
public about the new law.
“We fully support the legisla- Manitoba is the fourth province to enact legislation making it illegal to use a cell phone while driving.
tion as it discourages distracted
driving,” Smiley said.
while she drives.
affect how much I’d get done in
Students at RRC say that
“Honestly, I’ll be more aware a day,” he said. “I’ll just have to
although they’re aware of the that I am doing it from now on, hide my phone when I text and
dangers associated with using but until I see a cop or get a ticket, drive now.”
their
cell
I’m probably still
Though many students
Provinces that have banned cell phone use while driving:
phones while
going to text,” doubt how effective the legislation
“If I had to pull over
driving, many
she
admitted. will be, there are still some who
- Newfoundland and Labrador
every time I made a
admit the law
“And depending look forward to seeing the law be
- Nova Scotia
phone call, it would
may not be
on who is calling, enforced.
- Quebec
affect how much I’d
enough
of
I can’t see myself
Dwayne Zabogruski, 33,
Countries that have banned cell phone use while driving:
get done in a day.”
a reason for
not picking up a computers and information
them to keep
the phone.”
systems technology student, hopes
- Australia 		
- Brazil (2001)
their phones in
Aaron Pfrim- the law will change the behaviour
- Aaron Pfrimmer,
- Chile			
- Denmark (1998)
their pockets.
mer,
another of students.
business student
- Egypt			
- France (2003)
J e n n
business student,
“I really want people to
- Germany (2001)
- Japan (1999)
Waite,
a
said he uses his realize how dangerous and ir- Switzerland		
- United Kingdom (2003)
22-year-old business administra- phone while driving daily.
responsible it can be to use your
tion student, doesn’t think the law
“If I had to pull over every phone while you drive. Maybe
will stop her from using her phone time I made a phone call, it would this legislation will help,” he said.

BANNED!

NDP LEADERSHIP RACE

NDP bloggers question ‘archaic’ delegate voting system
Jess Chapman
Volunteer
SOME of the blogosphere’s
most vocal rank-and-file NDP
members are calling for a return
to the one member, one vote
(OMOV) system in time for the
upcoming leadership convention
that will decide Manitoba’s next
premier.
In a Sept. 6 entry, Winnipeg
blogger Devin Johnston referred
to the current delegate system as
“archaic” and one that “disenfranchises the majority of party
members.”
“The blogs tend to favour
OMOV or something like it,
where there is more ability for
grassroots members to actually participate” he said. “I’d
say that’s kind of the consensus.
Now, that said, bloggers are obviously a very diverse group, and
you’re going to see people, you
know, leaning one way or leaning
another. But I think, as a trend,

bloggers tend to favour more par- the delegates at the convention,
ticipatory models of democracy.” and so they have sort of a built-in
Johnston, who has been an influence in the current system.”
NDP member for six or seven
Under that system, 1,600 to
years, said he supports OMOV.
1,900 delegates will be eligible to
“It’s more
vote for Premier
open and it
Gary Doer’s re“Bloggers tend
really engages
placement at the
to favour more
y o u n g e r
leadership conmembers of participatory models vention on Oct.
of democracy.”
the party,” he
17.
said.
Another
WinAccordnipeg
blogger,
- Devin Johnston,
ing to JohnAdam Johnston
blogger
ston, OMOV
(not related to
would be beneficial for other Devin), has similar criticisms of
groups the NDP has come to the delegate system, specifically
represent Those groups include when it comes to the influence of
youth, women, and the LGBT labour unions.
community.
In a Sept. 27 entry on his
“There are some groups blog, he explained that the system
within the NDP who benefit from was born after the Alberta provinhaving the delegate system. The cial election, in which the Consertrade unions who are part of the vative Party allowed new memparty seem to favour the delegate berships to come in until election
system. Under the current system, day, leading to Ed Stelmach’s
they have a bloc of 20 per cent of election as premier.

“This frightened the sweet
Texas toast out of the labour
unions and movement in Manitoba,” Adam wrote, crediting
labour with the authorship of the
resolution that turned into the
delegate system in 2007.
A member of the NDP for
eight years, two of which as the
chair of its Environmental Committee, Adam said unions have
been trying to regain their stronghold within the party, using their
role in the NDP’s creation as justification.
“(Unions) have this view that
they were the ones that helped
create the party, along with other
social movements. The fact is that
they will basically dictate who will
be the next leader of the party,
which for a moderate guy like
me, who has no labour affiliation whatsoever, I don’t think it’s
right,” Adam said.
He supports a balance
between the systems used by the
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Manitoba NDP and the Alberta
Conservatives.
“OMOV system where you have
a six month deadline before the
leadership vote,” he said.
Darlene Dziewit, president
of the Manitoba Federation
of Labour, which spearheaded
the movement for the delegate
system, disagrees with the notion
that it is less democratic than
OMOV.
She said the most active
members of the party should be
the ones to come together at the
convention and should determine
who the leader is going to be.
“The delegates are elected
democratically. The system has
worked for us for years,” Dziewit
said.
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Recession driving record-high enrolment rates at RRC
Desiree Mendoza
Volunteer

THE RIPPLING effects of recession across Canada have been
propelling the rise of unemployment. But despite the economic
downturns, the recession in
Manitoba is relatively mild and
has brought about an upsurge in
student enrolment at Red River
College.
Last month, the college reported a 3.3 per cent increase in
fall enrolment of full-time students compared to last year.
Jumps were seen across the
board, most notably in advanced
diploma programs, which saw an
increase of 17.7 per cent.
Certificate programs saw
enrolment spike 9.9 per cent and
enrolment in apprenticeship pro-

grams jumped eight per cent. Full- less attractive or viable,” he said.
time enrolment was up by 16.8 “Counteracting to this is the
per cent at RRC’s five regional ability of students to afford tuition
campuses located in Steinbach, fees, or their willingness to assume
Portage la Prairie, Gimli, Winkler greater debt — if they were less
likely to find
and Peguis/Fisher
summer
or
River, the college
“In the short term,
part-time
emreported.
often a recession
ployment.”
Hugh Grant,
leads
to
greater
T h e
an
economics
lure
of
eduprofessor at the
post-secondary
cation
brings
University of Winenrolment, because
students
to
nipeg, said job
the alternative of
greater
prosprospects during
a recession are working becomes less pects in terms
attractive or viable” of future emless attractive and
ployment. Inmany view going
vesting in eduback to school as a
- Hugh Grant, U of W
cation brings
better option.
economics professor
more rewards
“In the short
and successes,
term, often a rein
terms
of
personal
and profescession leads to greater post-secsional
development,
especially
edondary enrolment, because the
ucated
workers
or
those
in
skilled
alternative of working becomes

trades, Grant said.
“I think students are very
wise to position themselves for
the labour market that is going to
need educated workers,” Grant
said. “So whether it’s a school
teacher or entering the civil
service, a whole range of activities
where we will see a lot of retirements in the next little while, the
aging baby boomers will shuffle
off for the retirement.
“The long term prospects
are extremely good for educated
workers, or those in the skilled
trade,” he said.
The increase in enrollment
follows on the heels of the colleges expansion plans, including
the Union Bank Tower on Main
Street, and the Massey Building
across from the Princess Street
campus.
David Leis, vice-president

of business development at Red
River, said now is a good time for
students to be joining the school.
“It is a very exciting time
in terms of expansion and there
are a number of reasons that it
is happening now,” he said. “For
a number of years, government
decision makers, people within
the college, and industry have
articulated the need for more
skilled trades. Sometimes it takes
years for that pressure to build
up. The other factor is the recent
economic crisis and the government’s response, in the form of
stimulus money.
“We are fortunate that we
can tap into those funds and
be able to start the Union Bank
Tower project,” he said.
- with files from Anna Harrison

NATIONAL NEWS

MADD says bar’s cash promotion encourages binge drinking
Edmonton’s Union Hall bar giving cash to students on student nights
Alexandria Eldridge
CUP Alberta
and Northern Bureau Chief
EDMONTON (CUP) – A promotion put on by an Edmonton bar where students get cash
if they show ID at the door has
become a controversial subject in
the community.
If a student shows ID at the
door of the Union Hall before
10 p.m. on a “student night” —
usually Thursdays — they receive
$10 cash and a token that they
can redeem for another $10 cash
at 12:30 a.m., when a money
table is brought out.
Jesse James is the director
of operations for the nightclub
side at Gateway Entertainment,
which operates Union Hall. He
described how the idea of the
promotion came about.
“This year we wanted to
really come out of September
with a bang and just go for a really
crazy incentive especially in light
of the recent competition and in
light of the economic situation,”
he said.
James also described the
promotion as a response to new
Alberta liquor laws on minimum
drink prices.
“We’re not allowed to give
away free booze of any kind,
so the only thing we’re legally
allowed to give is cash, so the cash
is more geared towards getting
people a couple drinks essentially
for free . . . you don’t have to buy
drinks, but that’s the idea of it,”
James said.
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD) has expressed
their disapproval of the promotion. Gladys Shelstad, vice president of the Edmonton and area
Chapter, wants owners to be

“These people that
take the money from
the bar, are they
going to go and drink
more and indulge
quickly and in large
amounts?”
- Gladys Sheltad,
vice-president,
MADD Edmonton
Flickr

The Union Hall in Edmonton pays student patrons to keep drinking.

more responsible.
“More my concern is that
they put minimum drink pricing
in effect for a reason and bars
should be abiding by that . . .
they should be wanting all their
patrons to be safe,” Shelstad said.
James said that regardless of
whether or not they give away
cash at the door, they are always
aware of patrons’ safety.
“Whether we give them
20 bucks or they’re just spending their own money, we have to
always be aware of someone’s
level of intoxication,” James said.
James also said that the promotion is more geared towards
back-to-school and was intended

to get people down to the Union.
The club was renovated over the
summer and now has a new DJ.
“The nightclub business is
all about change and all about
keeping cutting-edge, so we have
a couple other cool ideas in the
works to follow up this promotion
when we do decide to end it,”
James said.
At this point in time, the
Union Hall is the only establishment employing the promotion.
The Ranch, another Gateway
Entertainment
establishment,
closed it doors on Oct. 1, ending
the promotion at that location.
Shelstad feels that there is a
reason that other establishments

are not following suit.
“I think the respectable bars
are going to still maintain the
liquor bylaws and they are going
to enforce it and be respectable,”
she said.
Shelstad also mentioned that
this promotion is only available
for students, which might upset
other patrons.
“There’s a lot of other customers, a lot of other patrons out
there than just students . . . that
bar is showing favoritism for students over other patrons,” Shelstad said.
She said the reason that
MADD has commented on this
issue is because it could encour-
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age binge drinking.
“These people that take the
money from the bar, are they
going to go and drink more and
indulge quickly and in large
amounts? I don’t know. I’m
hoping not, I hope that everyone
drinks responsibly because at the
end of the day we want you guys
all to be safe,” said Shelstad.
But James stressed that students do not need to spend money
on drinking, and need to make
their own choices.
“I think that these choices are
at our fingertips in all walks of life
and in all things, and I think that
people have be held accountable
for their own actions.”
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University of Regina guarantees
employment for graduates

Laurier offers ecofriendly food containers
cardboard takeout containers.
Students who have paid the $5
to opt into the program will have
either a card or a container at all
times.
The system works like the
WATERLOO, Ont. (CUP) – This
grocery
store initiative of using
past summer, Wilfrid Laurier University developed an eco-takeout reusable bags instead of paying
container project that students $0.05 for a plastic bag.
In this way, students will be
can utilize when purchasing food
saving money in the long run, as
from any vendor on campus.
they will not have
“It’s a way
to pay for the disfor students to
“It’s
a
way
for
posable take-out
save some money
while helping the
students to save containers each
time they eat on
environment and
some money
campus.
contributing to a
“We
didn’t
greener Laurier while helping the
want to make it
c o m m u n i t y, ”
environment and difficult for stusaid
Wilfrid
contributing to a dents; we wanted
Laurier Univerit to be able to be
sity
Students’
greener
Laurier
completely built
Union president
into their habits
community,”
Laura Sheridan.
and
routine,”
The union
said Sheridan.
collaborated
- Laura Sheridan,
There
are
with
Laurier’s
president,
containers availFood
Services
department for Wilfred Laurier students’ able in different
union
sizes for differthe project. Stuent entrees such
dents pay a $5
fee for their first eco container, as soup, pasta and sandwichwhich they can then return it to es.
Students can use their card to
sterilized and reused.
When the container is get whichever type of container
handed back in, students are they need for a particular meal.
“It’s a really unique initiative,
given a plastic card that allows
it’s
the
first of its kind at a lot of
them to reclaim another containthe
universities
that are close to
er the next time they buy a meal,
us,” said Sheridan.
without having to pay again.
The program intends to
reduce the waste produced from
Andrea Millet
The Cord Weekly
(Wilfrid Laurier University)

Flickr

Ashley Gaboury
CUP Central Bureau Chief
WINNIPEG (CUP) – Students
who enroll at the University of
Regina can now be rest assured
they will find a career-orientated
job after graduation. The university has unveiled a program
guaranteeing that students get
employment within six months of
graduation or the university will
provide them with another year
of courses free of charge.
University of Regina president Vianne Timmons said the
“guarantee” program is building
on the success of the university’s
co-op program, the first of its
kind in western Canada.
“We currently have a 97 per
cent rate of all our students going
to either grad school or employment. We want to make this 100
per cent,” Timmons said in an interview.
If U of R students choose
to participate in the guarantee
program, they must participate
in “academic, leadership and
service opportunities” according
to the program website.
This includes career counselors, career fairs, internships,
mock interviews, networking as
well as participation in a number
of leadership opportunities such
as serving the university ambassador and performing community
service.
“This program is more about
student engagement than anything. Over the four years, (students will) work through a series
of activities and experiences that
enhance the connection between
their studies and their career,”
said Timmons.
Kevin Bolen, U of R
manager of career services, told
the Regina Leader-Post that his

department will be working with
students who are enrolled in the
guarantee program.
“I have to admit I’m very
excited about (the guarantee
program(. I think if students participate in all the steps along the
way, there’s no reason why they
won’t be successful at the end of
their program,” Bolen told the
Leader-Post.
“During the course of those
four years, they will have done a
lot of self-reflection and they will
have determined what their skills
and also how to promote those
skills to potential employers.”
Timmons said that the
program is intended to have
student utilized all available supports and services that they may
have not known were available.
“The transition to university
is such a big one for (students),
they often don’t take advantage
of all those supports unless they
run into difficulties. We want this
to be proactive so that they take
advantage of the supports so they
don’t run into difficulties,” she
said.
Timmons said that once students graduate, the university will
work with them for six months to
help them find career-orientated
employment.
During the six months, students will be asked to maintain
a networking and job search log
and complete a professional portfolio that includes a resume, job
search letter, job search plan and
20-40 employer contacts.
“The students, once they
graduate, we will work with them
on career placement. If in six
months we’re not successful and
I say (the issue was) we, the university, (and) not the student, then
we will provide an opportunity for
that student to take a whole year

of courses where we cover the
tuition,” she said.
“All through that extra year,
they will still get the career counseling and support. What were
guaranteeing is that 18 months
after you graduate, U of R will
work with you to get you a job.”

Protect yourself and
your family from the flu
H1N1 and seasonal flu are expected to be present in the province this fall and winter.
The following information will help protect you and your family from the effects of the flu.

Whether you have flu symptoms or not, you should always:
• Cover your cough by coughing into your elbow or sleeve, or use a tissue to cover your nose and mouth when
coughing or sneezing. Place the tissue in the garbage.
• Wash your hands often with soap and water, especially after coughing or sneezing. Hand sanitizers may also
be effective.
• Reduce the spread of germs. Germs spread the flu and can live on hard surfaces so wash your hands
frequently and limit touching your eyes, nose or mouth.
• Maintain your health by making healthy food choices, being physically active and getting enough sleep.

If you have flu symptoms, you should:
• Stay home from school or work until you feel better and limit unnecessary contact with others.
• Contact your nearest health care provider or visit your nearest health care centre if you have risks for severe illness
or you are concerned that you may need care – especially if your symptoms are severe or worsening. Early treatment
(within 24 to 48 hours) may be very important.
• Go for emergency medical help or call 911 if you or a family member have shortness of breath or difficulty
breathing, severe weakness, are dehydrated or drowsy and confused, or if you have an infant under three
months old with a fever.

For more information
For personal health advice, call your health care provider or call Health Links-Info Santé at 788-8200 or
1-888-315-9257.
For more information concerning flu symptoms and risks for severe illness, please refer to the “Could it be the flu?”
guide that was mailed to your home recently.
For up-to-date information about H1N1 and the Manitoba government’s pandemic plan,
please visit the flu website at

manitoba.ca.
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Twilight-mania bites
Melanie Allen
Intercamp
(Grant MacEwan College)
EDMONTON (CUP) – Twilightmania has infected everything,
and with the release of the newest
movie on the horizon, it will only
get worse. The popularity and
hype has spread from person to
person, much like a disease.

I can’t go anywhere without
having it shoved in my face. It
creeps into conversations; it’s
plastered on the front of almost
every tabloid and teen magazine;
the books are sold everywhere,
from Safeway to Chapters. It’s
giving this non-Twilight fan a
headache.
I work at a bookstore and I
am tired of Twilight.
I’m tired of seeing the books

on display, I’m tired of all the
drama surrounding the Rob Pattinson and Kristen Stewart love
affair, I’m tired of hearing teenage
girls rave and squeal about the
characters, and I am tired of lying
every time someone comes in and
asks me what I thought about the
Twilight books.
There is a post on fmylife.
com (a popular website where
people go to share stories of em-
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barrassment) that says, “Today,
my girlfriend dumped me proclaiming she wanted someone
more like her ‘Edward.’ I asked
her who Edward was. She held
up a copy of her
‘Twilight’
book.
She was talking
about a fictional
vampire. FML.”
This is how
deluded
Twilight
fans have become.
I have friends who,
after watching the Twilight movie,
wanted Edward for themselves. It
isn’t healthy to fall in love with

*Available with a min 36-month contract. $39.99 monthly access fee applies to customers on an MTS Bundle. Visit mts.ca/mtsbundles for bundle information and conditions. Price of calling plan
reflects fixed monthly access fee only. Subscriber is responsible for all charges, including but not limited to, airtime, access, hardware activation fee, system access fees ($8.95/month), E911/MRS,
long distance, roaming, calling features, 411 and service/administration charges. Unlimited text messaging applicable in Cdn and U.S. only. Unlimited Internet and Email access only available in
Canada (US data roaming $8/MB); Unlimited use is subject to MTS’s excessive use policy at mts.ca/exessiveuse. Does not include wireless internet access gained by connecting your handset to
your personal computer or laptop. Email accounts must be compatible with the standard BlackBerry Internet Service (not for customers who require BlackBerry Enterprise Server access for corporate
email). Weekday minutes included apply to talk time only. **$100 off offer available with a min 36 month Student Deal contract on a Blackberry Storm only. Student offers available to students
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a fictional character, let alone
a psychotically possessive one.
These are not the types of relationships that I would ever want
my children thinking are okay.
People get so caught up in the
Twilight craze that they
are letting it run
their lives. You
can love a book,
but you can’t let
a book rule your
life.
The
books
themselves were not bad
and author Stephanie Meyer had
some unique and original ideas;
however, some of the things
portrayed in the books are not
healthy.
Rachel Kruger, writer for
online magazine Back of the Book,
describes the relationship Edward
and Bella have as “based purely
on physical attraction on one side
and bloodlust on the other.”
Additionally, Bella is one of
the weakest female characters
ever written and she is giving independent women everywhere
a bad name. Bella is constantly
hurting herself and getting into
trouble, always needing a man to
come along and save her. Is this
what women have fought so hard
to become? Simpering damsels in
distress awaiting rescue from their
white knights? I hate to break it to
you girls, but the fairy tale ending
is highly overrated.
Also, what is with the fact that
Bella is okay with Edward stalking
her? He sneaks into her bedroom
at night and watches her sleep –
to me that is a little odd and really
creepy. Why is Bella not upset
about this?
Most of the Twilight hype has
shifted from the actual novels to
the movies and the actors portraying the main characters.
Robert Pattinson is now a household name because of his role as
Edward Cullen. His face is plastered on everything from action
figures to T-shirts, backpacks and
wristwatches. The movie has
become a merchandiser’s dream,
and my own personal nightmare.
I have seen more Twilight paraphernalia than one person should
be subjected to in a lifetime.
I know its sequel New Moon
will be a huge hit. And I will probably see it, if only to feel justified
in my ridicule of it.
All this Twilight hater can do
now is try to introduce Twilight
fans to some real vampire novels.
Although the thought of sharing
some of my favorite authors’
work with the likes of Twilight
fans makes me a little sick to my
stomach, I’m afraid they will
never grow past this silly phase if
I don’t.
So go to your nearest bookstore and ask for some real
vampire literature. They’ll be able
to hook you up. In the mean time,
I can only hope that someone,
somewhere will write something
that will enthrall people as quickly
as Twilight did — something that’s
worth reading.
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RRC opens exhibition season with a pair of losses
Ashton Friesen
Volunteer
THE RED River women’s volleyball team opened up their
2009 season with a pair of
exhibition losses to the Canadian
Mennonite University and Providence College last week.
Of the four Rebels sports
teams, the women’s volleyball
team was officially the first to
see game action as they spent
Sept. 26 in Otterburne, M.B..
The team, coached by Warren
Giles, played a pair of games in
an exhibition tournament hosted
by conference rival Providence
College.
The first game, against the
CMU Blazers, saw the Rebels
lose a close game of 3-2 sets. The
second game was a 3-0 loss for
the Rebels against Providence.
“We were all pretty nervous,
but it was the first time we had
played together in a game,” said
team captain and setter Leanne
Muldrew.
Muldrew, a deaf studies
student, is in her first year of
playing college level volleyball
with the Rebels.
“It’s been challenging so
far,” she admitted. “But the girls
have been really supportive.”
Last year, the Rebels finished
the campaign with a 12-8 record
in the Manitoba Colleges Athletics Conference.
Giles, who has recruited 11
new players for this year’s team,
said that the exhibition tournament gave him a base sense of
how the team played and who
worked well with each other.
“We are working around
right now with the lineups, seeing
what works and what doesn’t
work to make the necessary
improvements,” he said. “We did
a lot of things well.”
Giles added the team did
lack consistency during the two
games.
Muldrew agreed, and said
saying that even though it was
frustrating to lose, it was a good
step for the Rebels to see where
they are as a team and what
they need to work on to become
better.
“We’re a young group of
girls with definite potential to be
strong,” she said, adding that the
team communicated really well
on the court during their first two
games together.
The revamped athletics
program has only been at the

college for four years. However
there has already been a lot of
progress as to the level of play
within women’s volleyball from
previous Rebel seasons, Giles
said.
“With the conference
heading toward the CCAA (Canadian College Athletic Association) there is a lot more commitment from both the players and
coaches,” Giles said. “Hopefully
we get people out and they can
see the quality of team we have
here.”

The Rebels couldn't do much to stop Providence's attack in their first game action of the season.

Women’s volleyball schedule
for the rest of 2009
•

Oct. 16 - 7:00pm
vs. Providence College

•

Oct. 17 - 1:00pm
@ Providence College

•

Oct. 24 - 2:00pm
vs. Saint-Boniface College

•

Oct. 30 - 6:30pm
@ Saint-Boniface College

•

Nov. 6 - 7:30pm
@ Oakhills Christian College

•

Nov. 7 - 11:00am
@ Oakhills Christian College

•

Nov. 14 - 2:00pm
@ Saint-Boniface College

•

Nov. 21 - 6:00pm
@ Canadian Mennonite
University

If you’ve hit your spending limit,
it’s time to fold.
Like other forms of entertainment,
gambling costs money. Enjoy yourself,
but only play with what you can afford to lose.

www.mgcc.mb.ca
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Pink for all the right reasons
Manitoba
Moose dedicate
month of
October to
local breast
cancer charity

Neal Snikeris
Volunteer
THE MANITOBA Moose are
stepping up their game off the
ice this October. No, they haven’t
gone out and made a Pacman
Jones-like signing or any other
blockbuster trade.
For the second year in a
row, the Moose will dedicate the
month of October to the fight
against breast cancer.
“We did the same thing
with CancerCare last year,” said
Moose spokesman Scott Brown.
“But this year, it is a more specific
local charity specialized to breast
cancer.”
This year, the Moose have
teamed up with a Winnipeg
charitable group called Keeping
Abreast. The charity offers
support to anybody dealing with
breast cancer and has raised over
$300,000 for breast cancer re-

search.
In honour of the promotion,
some Moose players will use pink
sticks to show their support.
“We only had Mike Keane
last year, but we have three players
this year,” Brown said, referring

REBELS BASKETBALL

Northern Light
Rebels’ Angoo will lift Olympic torch in her hometown
Lauren Feilberg
Volunteer
MOST 22-year-olds don’t get
the once in a lifetime opportunity
that Maxine Angoo is fortunate to
have.
Angoo made the cut on Red
River College’s women’s basketball team a few weeks about, and
while this was a huge accomplishment for the native of Whale
Cove, Nunavut, she has a lot
more to be proud of.
The hospitality and tourism
management student will be carrying the Olympic torch in her
hometown in February.
Angoo heard about the opportunity while living in her small
town of about 350 people. She
applied to carry the torch and
then went through a series of
interviews until she was chosen.
Her instincts told her she would
be picked.
“I knew I would be chosen,
I had a good feeling about it,”
Angoo said.
Angoo said she’s thrilled for
the chance to be a part of the
Olympics and her classmates
have thrown their support behind
her.
“All my classmates are really
excited for what I’ll be doing,” she
said.

Photo courtesy of Jonathan Kozub, Manitoba Moose

The Moose's star goaltender, Cory Schneider, is one of three players using pink sticks this month.

Rebels’ coach Cheryl JeanPaul is ecstatic that one of her
players is affiliated with the
world’s biggest sporting event.
“For us to be associated
with the Olympics is very cool,”
Jean-Paul said.
The coach said she looks
forward to coaching Angoo in
her first season with the Rebels.
“(Maxine) is from a very
small community, but she just
needs to learn the structure
of the game,” Jean-Paul said.
“I think she’s a very athletic
person. A very raw athlete.”
Angoo is happy she tried
out for the team and said she
would have regretted not giving
it a shot.
“I almost didn’t show up. I
thought I’d be the only girl new
to the game, but it turns out
there are four or five new girls.”
Twenty-five students were
interested in joining the Rebels
women’s basketball team this
year but the team was cut down
to 13 after tryouts.
Jean-Paul said that’s a huge
improvement from three years
ago when she started coaching
at the college — her first team
had only six players.
“It was a challenge for me,”
she said. “Not having enough
players was an issue.”

to the players that will use pink to Keeping Abreast. And we’re
hockey sticks in honor of the selling a special pink Manitoba
promotion.
Moose pin.”
Along with Keane, Nolan
To cap everything off, the
Baumgartner, and star goal- last game on Oct. 29 will be extra
tender Cory Schneider will all special for all the ladies.
use pink sticks in practices and
“We will have tons of vendors
games during October.
on the concourse geared towards
“We have six games in the female demographic,” Brown
October and two sticks from said. “We will also have lots of
each game will be auctioned giveaways and stuff like that. The
off,” Brown said. “We also have whole thing is very unique.”
a limited edition pink puck for
Moose fans and breast cancer
40Crk_Projector_Aug09_fin:Projector
b&w 24/08/09
1:24 PM
1
sale with all the proceeds going- 6x6.5
fighters
can support
the Page
Moose

and Keeping Abreast by purchasing a pin or puck from Off The
Rack, the official merchandise
store of the Moose in the MTS
Centre. The pucks are available
individually for $10 or as a set of
six for $50.
The pucks feature pictures
of six different Moose players,
including: Keane, Baumgartner,
Schneider, Guillaume Desbiens,
Mario Bliznak, and Alexandre
Bolduc.

DISCOVER FORTY CREEK WHISKY

Rated #1
Tonight,

You Be The

Judge.
Double Gold Medal
San Francisco World Spirits

Best Canadian Whisky
New England Whisky Festival

Gold Medal

World Selection, Brussels

Highest Award

International Spirits Challenge,
London, England

Highest Score

Beverage Testing Institute,
Chicago, 2007

Fo rtyCreekWhisky.com
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Fire Mike Kelly movement
Bombers’
unfaithful
voice their
opinion
Kristel Mason
Volunteer
WINNIPEG Blue Bomber fans
are using Facebook to call for the
dismissal of rookie head coach
Mike Kelly as a result of the
team’s poor performance this
season.
The group, Fire Mike Kelly,
has gained national attention over
the last month and has grown to
over 5,500 members.
The group’s creator, Shaun
Ings, said he’s not surprised by the
number of people who’ve joined.
“A lot of people care deeply
about the Bombers,” he said.
Ings said he hopes the group
will force Bomber management
to realize that many fans aren't
happy with the way the team is
being coached this season.
“Many people don’t like
Mike Kelly’s coaching style, let
alone his great skills dealing with
the public,” Ings said referring to
Kelly’s self-inflicted poor public
image.

Rheanne Marcoux / The Projector

Shaun Ings wants Bomber head coach Mike Kelly fired.

Fans expressed more colourful sentiments on the site.
“How about we trade Mike
Kelly next for a sack of oranges,”
wrote Rich Vandale.
Added Chad Parliament:
“The Bombers need to trade
Kelly for a bag of practice balls.”
Ings attributed the frustration

Despite the lacklustre season,
not all fans are calling for Kelly’s
sacking.
“Patience is a virtue,” said
Cameron HayGlass, Winnipeg
co-ordinator of CFL Fans Fight
Cancer. “I’ve yet to find many
head coaches who do well in their
first year.”
Chantal Roziere, a 23-yearold fan who has attended all
home games this season, agreed.
“We have a lot of new
players,” she said. “I’m not happy
about the season, but we should
see how it turns out.”
Roziere is quick to point out
that she is not a member of the
Fire Mike Kelly group.
“It’s easy to point fingers
when you’re not the one calling
the shots,” she explained.
However, Ings said fans have
the right to voice their concern
about the team they love and
that action is necessary. Group
members have proposed ideas
such as boycotting Bomber games,
creating a petition, and protesting at the corner of Portage and
Main.
While the protest planned at
Portage and Main in late September had to be cancelled for safety
reasons, Ings said there will be
another planned at Canad Inns
Stadium sometime in the future.

to the fact that fans aren't getting
what they want: “A winning
season and a Grey Cup,” he said.
The beleaguered Bombers
haven’t won a Grey Cup since
1990. Though they have played
in the Grey Cup championship
game four times since then, the
CFL championship has proved

elusive for the team.
Winnipeg now has the
longest championship drought
among all CFL teams. And
though the Bombers have won
their last two games, the Bombers
need to win at least three of their
last five games to secure a playoff
spot.

indoor tennis courts.
Memberships at the U of M
will set you back close to $200 per
year, but students also have access
to the Joe Doupe Centre on Bannatyne Avenue, not far from Red
River’s Princess Street campus.
Mallory Ryan is a customer
service representative for the
centres.
“Red River students can also
register in any of our programs
too,” said Ryan. “They do not
have to be a member to participate in the adult programs like
climbing, kayaking, yoga and
pilates.”
Students looking for a place
to work out at any time of day
have the option of a membership
at one of many commercial gyms.
A popular destination in Winnipeg are the Shapes fitness centres,
with three locations in the city.
Located on Nairn, Pembina
and McPhillips, these facilities are
open 24 hours during the week
and include long-weekend hours.
Student memberships cost $17
biweekly, and can take advantage
of a variety of training programs
and unique classes.
Depending on the area of the
city they live in and what kind of
facility they’re looking for, there
are many options available for
students who would like to stay
in shape during the school year
without going out of their way to
waste time and money.

Red River College's Princess Street Campus gym.

FITNESS

Don’t let school
be your fitness
buzz kill
Evaluating students’ gym options
Melyssa Ward
Volunteer
ANOTHER summer has come to
an end and students are back to
the books. With the increasingly
chilly weather come assignments,
tests, and endless nights of studying and meeting deadlines. But
returning to a heavy course load
doesn’t necessarily mean that
students have to lose their wellearned beach bodies.
For students with a busy
schedule, the best option seems to
be the fitness centres at the Red
River College campuses. Membership is included in tuition and
the facilities can be accessed using
their student cards. Orientation
and fitness consultation are free
and personal trainers are available at a low student price.
Daniel Doucett, an information system technology student,
uses the Princess Street campus
gym between classes.

“Usually there’s not a lot
of people,” Doucett said. “Most
places you go to are packed and
you need to wait for a machine.”
However, Doucett said some
of the equipment doesn’t conform
to every body type and there are
a few machines that could be
updated.
For those who live in the
central part of the city, the Bill
Wedlake Fitness Centre at the
University of Winnipeg is a recently renovated facility with new
equipment. Post-secondary students that do not attend the University of Winnipeg can get an
“associate membership” for $120
per year.
Students in the south end of
the city may choose to use the facilities available at the University
of Manitoba. At the Fort Garry
Campus, the Frank Kennedy and
Max Bell facilities offer a wide
range of equipment and services,
including access to a pool and
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Where's the love?
Winnipeg’s NHL dream could
fade like attendance
Amanda Lefley
Sports Beat
ONCE a year a National Hockey
League pre-season game comes
to town. It’s Winnipeg’s chance
to see the fast-paced, high-quality
play that the American Hockey
League can’t quite offer. Last
year when MTS Centre hosted
the Phoenix Coyotes and Calgary
Flames, just over 12,600 Winnipeggers were in attendance to
see names like Shane Doan, Dion
Phaneuf, and Ed Jovanovski.
This year’s annual NHL offering took place on Sept. 24 when
the Edmonton Oilers played the
Tampa Bay Lightning. While
sitting above the Labatt Lounge, I
couldn’t help but notice two bare
sections and many empty seats
scattered throughout.
Looking around, I was left
to wonder why the MTS Centre’s upper deck had even been
opened for this game. The attendance at 2009’s NHL exhibition game slipped by nearly 1,000
compared to 2008’s game, and
paled in comparison to 2007’s attendance of over 13,000, when
the Toronto Maple Leafs faced
the Phoenix Coyotes.
The first thought that crossed
my mind was a confirmation that
Winnipeg will never be home to
an NHL team ever again.
My second thought: did
people realize on Sept. 24 that
Don Cherry and Pat Quinn were
in the house? Or that full-blown
NHL superstars Vincent Lecava-

lier and Martin St. Louis were
gracing our ice for the first time?
Lecavalier is one of the
biggest names to enter the MTS
Centre since it was built in 2004.
Winnipeggers don’t have the
privilege of watching players
like him, or Martin St. Louis,
who had two goals and one
assist in the game, on a regular
basis.
“It’s a great building,”
Lecavalier said after the game.
“I was very surprised how nice it
was. The set up here is unbelievable. The crowd was great so it
feels good. It’s a great little town
and I’m happy to be here.”
It’s too bad there weren’t
more fans in attendance to
cheer on Lecavalier’s Lighting
as they claimed a 4-3 overtime
victory over Edmonton — or to
celebrate the fact that it was the
seventh NHL game in Winnipeg
since the Jets left in 1996.
We can show up to watch
a disappointing performance
by the Winnipeg Blue Bombers,
but can’t support the most talented hockey players. Where
was the fan spirit? Were we not
once known for our Winnipeg
whiteouts?
Maybe the weather was so
nice that week that people were
oblivious to hockey season being
around the corner.
Whatever the excuse may
be, I know I am not going to
miss out on whatever NHL stars
will be here next pre-season. But
if fan attendance keeps decreasing as it has been, who knows
how long it may be until we’re
left with nothing at all?

Martin Biron says his new mask is a throwback to an old Islanders goaltender, Billy Smith.

Islanders goaltender Martin
Biron talks custom lids
Insight behind one of sport's most colourful elements
Dorian Geiger,
The Sheaf
University of Saskatchewan
SASKATOON (CUP) - Islanders goaltender Martin Biron was
sporting new headgear in the
form of a custom mask during Islanders training camp sessions in
Saskatoon.
For a goaltender, the mask is
a creatively inspired testament to
the player’s signature style, personality or the city they play in.
Here’s what Biron had to say on
the topic.
Dorian Geiger: Elaborate on
the new design of your goalie
mask. What inspired the look and
were you behind its style?
Martin Biron: We kind of
copied and used vintage Islanders alumni Billy Smith’s design
which was a plain mask with only
the holes and the eyes. Also on
the back, there’s a pink ribbon
for breast cancer awareness for
a cousin my age that died a year
and a half ago from breast cancer.
So that’s something that really
strikes my heart. I also wrote my
kids’ initials in the back, Jacob,
Grace and Emily.

job is to stop the puck, so sometimes you want to be different
with your equipment and it’s just
one of the ways to express yourself.
Geiger: Do mask designs differ
for goalies when moving from
team to team?
Biron: In Buffalo it was a bit of
a different setup; it was always a
cartoon character that we came
up with. I had a design when
I was in Philadelphia that was
vintage but I never got to wear it
because the other masks fit better.
Geiger: Which goaltender’s
masks have caught your attention
and stuck out in the crowd?
Biron: A lot of them. I think
there are a lot of creative things
out there, a lot of cool masks and
different masks. It’s really interesting to see what everyone was
doing. Sometimes the simpler
designs are better. I remember
Patrick Roy with Montreal, it was
just blue lines with a Canadiens
logo on it. Then you had guys like
Ronnie Hextall in Quebec City
with the big polar bear, Curtis

Geiger: Why are custom goalie
masks so popular among goaltenders?
Biron: It’s just a way for us
goalies to be different and show
our personality a bit. Players can
be many things on the ice. They
can be hitters, they can have a
hard shot or they can be fighters.
Being a goalie, your number one
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Joseph that always had that
“Cujo” dog and Ed Belfour with
the eagle. These are trademarks
for these guys.
Geiger: Being a goaltender in the
new era of the NHL and facing
the increasingly fast-paced action
the league offers, can you imagine
now playing without a helmet or
mask like decades-old legends
Jacques Plante and Johnny Bauer
did in the early heydays of the
NHL?
Biron: No. The position has
changed tremendously. From 10
years ago, to 20 years ago and up
to 50 years ago. You look at guys
like Ken Dryden, who had a little
back equipment and a tiny mask.
And back before that with Plante
and Bauer, all these guys, it was
a totally different game for them.
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Sage Advice
with J.Williamez
Hi everyone.
My name is J. Williamez and I am a
student at Red River College. In this biweekly column, I will be offering some of
my brilliant and infinite wisdom to help
solve any problems that may be plaguing
any of you out there in Reader Land.
Since this is my first edition of the
column, and I have not had a chance to
collect any problems from you to let me
solve, I will begin with a problem that
someone sent to me, completely unsolicited. In the coming weeks, however, please
feel free to send me emails (at j.williamez@
gmail.com) with any problems that you
might have, that I might be able to help
you solve.
Dear J.Williamez,
I recently came home from work
one evening to find that there was a
hippie sleeping on my sofa. When
I asked him who he was and what
he was doing on my sofa, he told
me in an annoyed tone that I was
“harshing his buzz” and that I
should “chill out”. Then he turned
over and went to sleep. I don’t want
to be a square, but I’d really like
him to leave, as he’s eaten all my
homemade fudge, and he’s making
my girlfriend very uncomfortable.
What should I do?
Sincerely,
Jeff Trepchuk
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CROSSWORD by Sandy Chase, CUP Graphics Bureau Chief
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com
(http://www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.

Dear “Stuart” (name changed to
preserve anonymity),
Firstly, don’t feel bad about wanting
that dirty hippie to leave your house.
Hippies spread disease and filth wherever they go--especially where they
choose to make their nests.
Depending on how long the
hippie has been on your couch, he
may have already begun laying eggs,
so unless you want a colony of hippies
in your living room, it is important
that you take action fast.
The first thing you’re going to
want to do is get yourself about an
ounce of marijuana. This should
run you about $200 but trust me, it’ll
be well worth it. Put the marijuana
(also known on the street as “grass” or
“noodles”) in a bag marked “FREE.”
Then, tie the bag to the rear bumper of
your car with a string. It is a scientific
fact that no hippie can physically resist
the allure of free marijuana. Having
smelled it immediately, the hippie will
follow the “grass” wherever you drive
it, so lead him to a convenience store
or a fast food restaurant. By now, the
hippie will have come to associate
your car with the marijuana, so unfortunately, you’ll have to leave your
car. By the time the hippie smokes the
“noodles” and buys munchies he will
have forgotten where you live.
After you get home (via public
transportation), take a bar of soap and
grate it with a cheese grater. Sprinkle
the shavings on the couch to kill the
hippie eggs that lie between the cushions.
One way to avoid hippies in the
first place is to drain any standing
granola you might have in your yard
and put a list of chores beside all your
couches.
I hope this has helped.

THINGS YOU NEVER SAY TO WOMEN By Mad Men
The Peak (Simon Fraser University)

ACROSS

1- Some nest eggs;
5- Japanese honorific;
8- Hammett hound;
12- Small particle;
13- Pilfer;
15- Nae sayer?;
16- Env. notation;
17- Poker Flat chronicler;
18- Asian prince;
19- City in SE Tennessee;
22- DDE's command;
23- CD-___;
24- Antiquing agent;
26- Like the Everglades;
29- Vulgarity;
31- Spring mo.;
32- Brag;
34- Hackneyed;
36- Crux;
38- Musical drama;
40- Formicary residents;
41- Ribbons;
43- Mountain spinach;
45- ER VIP;
46- Village in E Egypt;
48- Instrument used in combat;

LET IT GO, MAN by Thor Blondal

THE PROJECTOR

50- Reformer Jacob;
51- Paving material;
52- ___ Paulo, Brazil;
54- Involved with theology;
61- In addition to;
63- Roof overhangs;
64- Director Ephron;
65- Hog sound;
66- Fend (off);
67- Suffragist Carrie;
68- I did it!;
69- Artful;
70- Additional;
DOWN

1- Apple product;
2- Portnoy's creator;
3- ___ boy!;
4- Nissan model;
5- Ollie's partner;
6- Dynamic beginning;
7- Defense grp. since 1949;
8- Charge;
9- Sportive;
10- Exactly;
11- ___ extra cost;
13- Cleansing preparation;
14- Juridical;

20- Grave;
21- A long time;
25- I could ___ horse!;
26- Talk;
27- Comprehensive;
28- Aquatic opossum;
29- Dry stalks;
30- Singer John;
31- Invoice abbr.;
33- Sun. talk;
35- Computer key;
37- Actress Hatcher;
39- Vinegary;
42- Agitated state;
44- Dutch name of The Hague;
47- Barbecue leftovers?;
49- Son of the sovereign;
52- Small blemish;
53- Inter ___;
55- Chow;
56- Egg-shaped;
57- Tax;
58- Carbonized fuel;
59- Collective word for intellectual pursuits;
60- After the bell;
62- Jamaican popular music;
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The Right to Bear Arms

New documentary traces history of legendary Winnipeg punk venue
Deborah Remus
Volunteer
SITUATED in the Exchange District, the Royal Albert Arms Hotel
is just a short walk away from
the Red River College's Princess
Street campus, and it has a soft
spot in the hearts Winnipeg punk
music lovers.
In the new documentary Call
to Arms: The Story of the Royal Albert,
first-time director Randy Frykas
set out to uncover the building’s
history. In a recent interview,
Frykas said he wanted to show
just how much the Albert means
to the staff, music fans, and bands
alike.
“Being a huge fan of Winnipeg music, that’s what’s inspired
me to do this project,” Frykas
said. “If you’re in the Winnipeg
music scene, and you go to shows
regularly, it’s guaranteed you’ve
been to the Albert a whole bunch
of times.”
So far, the documentary has
been shown on MTS TV. There
were also two showings at the
Albert on Oct. 1 and Oct. 8. Although it’s a good start, Frykas
said his goals for the film are
bigger than that.
“First and foremost, I just
want to make sure everyone in
Winnipeg gets the chance to see
it,” he said. “Getting it into major
film festivals and releasing it on
DVD is certainly the next step.”
In the documentary, Frykas

details the property from the beginning, when the Albert opened
as blue-collar hotel in 1913,
renting rooms for $1.50 a night.
“It has this other side,” said
Frykas. “It wasn’t always a punk
rock or metal venue. It has this
strong tie to Winnipeg’s history as
a mid-level hotel.”
In fact, the Albert didn’t
become a popular destination
for music until the 1980s. By the
early '90s, even mega-bands like
Green Day were playing shows
there.
Sam Smith, the venue’s artistic director, has been booking
shows there since 2003. Smith
has brought tons of bands to the
venue, including The U.K. Subs
this past April, who were part of
the '70s punk scene. In the film,
U.K Subs front man Charlie
Harper compares the Albert to
famous New York venue CBGB
in the film.
While Smith appears often
throughout the documentary, he
takes no credit for the finished
product.
“It was Randy’s idea 100 per
cent,” he said. “It’s an interesting story, and he tells it well. He
even uncovered lots of things I
didn’t even know about. Like, he
combed through the Winnipeg Free
Press archives, where he found the
grand-opening ads.”
“I think this documentary is
a concept that was long overdue,”
Smith said.

Tyler Funk

Director Randy Frykas outside the Royal Albert Arms Hotel.

MTS TV subscribers can watch Call to Arms for free
through MTS Video On Demand. Find it under the
Winnipeg On Demand section.

TECHNOLOGY

An Apple a day
When we can already buy Apple
products from stores like Best Buy,
what's the point of a mall outlet?
Emmanuel Agplaza
Volunteer
VIVID colours, shiny screens,
and rows of iPods greet customers as they walk into the sleek new
Apple store at Polo Park.
The Sept. 29 launch had
been highly anticipated, but the
presence of an Apple store in
Winnipeg is in question. Many
authorized Apple resellers have
pushed sales of Apple’s innovative and stylish products years
before Apple decided to open the
doors of a dedicated retail outlet
to its Manitoban consumers.
However, some consumers
don’t think the store is a bad idea.
“I don’t think it’s too bad of
an idea,” says Brandon Doty, as
he tested out the MacBooks on
display. “It lets everybody see
what they’ve got.”
Doty believes having an

Apple store makes shopping
faster for customers interested in
Apple-branded products only. He
wants to purchase a Mac because
he thinks their computers have
less trouble overall.
Adam Tsoures, 24, has been
working with Apple as a sales associate for the last five months,
before the store opened in September.
“Winnipeg needs an Apple
retail store because we want to
help enrich the lives of all the
other people out there who have
PC’s — to teach them that there’s
so much more available,” Tsoures
said. “We offer free workshops,
one-to-one sessions so that
you’re able to experience the full
dynamic of your Mac.”
Tsoures also pointed out the

"Winnipeg needs an
Apple retail store
because we want to
help enrich the lives of
all the other people out
there who have PC’s."
- Adam Tsoures, Apple
Store sales associate
Kenton's Infotainment Scan

Apple's brand spanking-new Polo Park location.

main advantage of having an
Apple store in Winnipeg is the
fact that customers can interact with the full lineup of Apple
products.
“It’s one thing to be able to
go online and check out all the
features but here we have all of
our products on the front house

display,” he said.
Even with the one-to-one
product knowledge and fully interactive demo line, not all Winnipeggers are too excited about
the store’s presence in the city.
Eric Gosselin, a 25-year-old
professional hockey player, thinks
Winnipeg isn’t a big enough city
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to have demand for products
and services only an Apple store
can offer. He said customers are
already able to purchase what
they need from other retail stores,
like Best Buy.
“If you need stuff you can
also get it online too,” he said.
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DJs battle for your enjoyment
Yvonne Raymond
Volunteer

Photo courtesy of MystiqueWinnipeg.com

Bartender Nikki works in the club's loft.

Keeping the
mystery alive
New club promises change, but some
club-goers still skeptical
Shayna Wiwierski
Arts Beat
THE HISTORIC Imperial Bank
of Canada building on Main
Street, has transformed itself
again for the third time in less
than a year.
Mystique Nightclub, the
newest tenant of the building,
opened its doors on Oct. 2. While
some people may say that that
corner is cursed (Club Desire,
anyone?), Mystique General
Manager Jamie Hall begs to
differ.
“Desire was open for five
years. It’s not necessarily cursed,”
he said. “The management in
that room needs to be reinvented.
You can’t change the room structurally because it is an historic
building, but you have to make
sure it is entertaining and different (because) the room (is) adaptable to any sort of theme.
“We will beat the curse,”
said Hall, who helped transform
and launch the former Coyotes
Nightclub to Vivid Nite Club and
Lounge.
Before Mystique there was
the ill-fated The Estate, which
lasted only a few months due
to bad planning and a rush to
reopen the doors.
The Estate had a “poorly
executed marketing plan. It was
a quick fix to changing the room
over.” Hall said. “Mystique is
what The Estate should have
been. What people want in a club
is a proper marketing plan.”
So Hall did just that. He
turned to the Internet and asked

people what they wanted in a
nightclub and designed Mystique around their responses. For
example, cover charge and coat
check prices were determined by
patrons.
With competition from the
other clubs in the city, Hall said
Mystique stands out because of
its uniqueness and staff.
“We handpicked every staff
member based on their unique
characteristics,” he said. “They
all have different cliques and skill
sets. Each bartender was hired to
bartend and have fun with the
crowd so they are also an entertainer.
“People know our staff
before they come in because we
market them.”
Hall said each weekend will
host a different theme, so no
weekend will be the same.
On the opening weekend,
the club hosted illusionist and
magician Shawn Fields, who has
worked with Criss Angel.
Allison Steedsman, 20, a University of Manitoba student, said
she is going to see how popular
the club is before she’ll consider
heading down to the area.
“I’m going to base it off
of Republic and I don’t like the
people that go there,” she said.
“The whole area has sketchy
people and is intimidating to me.”
Steedsman visited the building a year ago when it was still
Desire and said that, while she
had a good time, it wasn’t fantastic. She noted her favorite clubs as
Stereo and Cowboys.
“I liked the music and atmosphere at both,” she said. “I just
like to dance.”

Recent Kenyan immigrants
Ishmael Onyango and Owen
Ominde came to Winnipeg separately and met for the first time
at a Winnipeg store in April
2009.
While they were both from
the same neighbourhood in
Nairobi and are both DJ’s, the
pair didn’t meet until they were
living in Winnipeg. Over the past
five months the pair has been
working hard to make their DJ
group Bounce Entertainment a
North American success.
Ominde originally ran the
group in Kenya until he moved
to Canada in 2007, where he
resumed doing shows with local
DJs. The group didn’t get off
the ground until he teamed up
with Onyango, however.
“When I met (Ominde),
he was doing gigs and parties
with guys who never took him
seriously,” says Onyango, who
moved here in March 2009.
“We became good friends and
realized our interests were the
same, so that’s when we decided
to make a team and take Bounce
to the next level.”
“Already people at home
have seen the progress we’ve
made here so far,” says Ominde.
The pair continues to post
events on through their Facebook group as a way of sharing
their success with friends and
family in Kenya.
“People back home say
they will come, even though
they can’t — it encourages us,”
Onyango says.

The duo’s efforts are also
catching the attention of music
bigwigs in their native country.
Music producers in Kenya have
been sending the two music to
play in Winnipeg, Ominde says.
Despite their growing fan
base in Kenya, their dream is to
be successful in America.
“America is the centre of attraction in the whole world, so if
we make it in America, then that
means the majority of the world
has accepted us,” says Onyango.
“What more can you ask for?”
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The duo has been together
for just five short months and has
performed 11 shows. However,
finding venues and financial resources to book shows is not easy.
“It has been a nightmare.
Only once we broke even,” says
Ominde.
Still, Onyango is optimistic.
“I believe, at one point,
people will be calling in asking to
be our managers” he says.

Princess St. Campus
Wed. October 28th
In the Cafeteria 3pm - 7pm

Notre Dame Campus
Thurs. October 29th
In the Cave Lounge 3pm - 7pm

Free for Students...
Dress Up To Win Prizes!!
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First ever city-wide
giveaway a success
Maeghan Heinrichs
Volunteer
LAST Saturday the city’s residential areas were abuzz with early
birds hoping to find treasures
amongst other Winnipegger’s
would-be trash.
The citywide curbside giveaway was billed as a great way to
get rid of any unused items that
were collecting dust in basements
and garages across the city, while
at the same time keeping them
out of the landfill. Altogether, the
initiative benefitted homeowners,
residents and the environment.
Armed with the challenge of
furnishing a kitchen on a budget
of zero dollars, I joined the masses
for the day. I managed to cover
the areas of Riverview, Whyte
Ridge, St. Norbert, and Wolseley
in just four hours. I started early
to ensure I could get my hands on
the best goods.
Riverview was fairly profitable with curbside offerings
that consisted of a frying pan,
a serving tray, mason jars, a decanter, a tea pot and a modest
kitchen table, complete with four
chairs.
The curbs of Whyte Ridge,
however, proved to be quite disappointing: few participants and
even fewer kitchen items.
One St. Norbert resident had
a deep freezer up for grabs —
whether it was still working or not
remains a mystery.
But the biggest haul of the
day came from Wolseley.
Westminster Avenue had a

toaster, juice jugs, a hand mixer
and an insulated lunch bag
among its giveaway items. Arlington Street offered up a box of
recipe books, and one Wolseley
Avenue resident even had a microwave at their boulevard.
Among the participants
were Home Street residents Michelle Owen and Gary Annable.
“I think it’s a great idea,”
said Owen, who noted her stuff
was going fast. “We had a ton of
stuff (out), this is just what’s left,”
she said, pointing to the small
pile of what remained unclaimed
on their boulevard.
Neighbours Gilbert Detillieux and Laura Funk, who had
also participated in the giveaway,
agreed.
“One of our neighbours
said he had brought out a broken
chair this morning and before he
could even go back in to get more
stuff it was gone,” said Funk.
Detillieux and Funk had also
put some items out and were out
walking and enjoying the atmosphere the event brought to the
community.
“It’s fun to see people happy,
saying, ‘Look what I found,’” said
Funk. “I just love the energy.”
But despite that energy,
Owen and her neighbours said
they would have liked to see more
involvement in the event.
“The one complaint I’ve
heard from people, is that not
enough people seem to be participating,” said Owen. “But,
maybe if it’s an annual thing,
more people will catch on.”

Master Composter
FREE Training and Volunteer Program

Learn about composting and
teach others in your community!
Apply now  Course starts
November 10!

Contact Kate
(204) 925‐3776

compost@resourceconservation.mb.ca
www.resourceconservation.mb.ca

FlashForward actor Joseph Feinnes (left) with series's writer, Robert J. Sawyer.

Photo courtesy of SFWriter.com

Canadian sci-fi scribe's novel
makes it to prime-time
Brietta O’Leary
Volunteer
IT’S NOT unusual for McNally
Robinson at Polo Park to be
packed during the Winnipeg
International Writer’s Festival.
On Sept. 24, the store was filled
with fans of award winning Canadian science-fiction author
Robert J. Sawyer, the air loud
with anticipation. But the audience wasn’t there to hear Sawyer
read — they were there to watch
television.
Sawyer’s 1999 novel Flashforward has been adapted into
a hot new television series that
premiered Sept. 23 and is being
billed as the next Lost.
The writer’s festival had
booked Sawyer before the show’s
debut had been announced, and
when it coincided with Sawyer’s visit, the festival decided
to screen the pilot as part of the
festival.
“I feel like I won the lottery
in having this happen,” Sawyer
said as he addressed the audience, constantly checking the
clock to ensure he didn’t miss the
show’s 7 p.m. start time.
Sawyer said he was astonished the show made it from
pitch to production to premiere,
and acknowledged that most
novels that are optioned for
small-screen adaptation don’t
make it that far.
Batman Begins scribe and
FlashForward’s executive producer David S. Goyer approached
Sawyer with his vision for an
adaptation before buying the
rights.
Sawyer cited the fact that
his novel is “so quintessentially
high-concept” as being one of
the reasons it was bought — it’s
easier to sell. FlashForward can be
summed up in one breath: everybody in the world blacks out for
two minutes and glimpses their
future. Consequences ensue.
That, in a nutshell, is the
plot of both FlashForward the
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series and Flashforward the novel.
Another audience member,
There are, however, key differ- Mike Friesen, compared the Flashences in the adaptation.
Forward’s premise to Lost, another
In the novel, everyone sees show that features science fiction
his or her life 21 years in the elements without overpowering
future. In the series, it’s only six plot or characters.
months. The TV series also pres“They sort of grabbed what
ents an entirely new set of pro- was a really good solid idea from
tagonists, but both series deal with the book and ran with it and
the concept of fate versus chance made it into a really fun series,”
and the consequences of knowing Friesen said. “It’s rooted in a very
your own future.
emotional state. You’re reacting to
“Philosophiwhat the characters
cally, it is true
are going through,
FlashForward
to my novel,”
and I think that’s
can be summed
Sawyer said. “It’s
going to bring in a
up in one breath:
not spaceships
lot of viewers.”
and aliens.”
The show itself
everybody in the
He added he
is
a
fast-paced
serial
world blacks out
has no problems
drama packed with
for two minutes
with the change,
action, cliffhangers
and glimpses
which was both
and what Sawyer
their future.
logistical
and
and networks hope
commercial —
are enough teasers
Consequences
setting part of
to keep audiences
ensue.
the show two
coming back week
decades in the
after week.
future would require an expensive
Starring heavy-hitters Joseph
set, and Sawyer noted that any- Fiennes, John Cho and Sonya
thing too heavily futuristic can be Walger, the show is centered
a turn-off to viewers.
around FBI agent Mark Benford
Die-hard Sawyer fans had (Fiennes) and follows the effects
responded favourably to a 17- of the blackout and “flashforminute preview available on ward” on him.
ABC’s web site, and Sawyer beThe premiere episode hints
lieves audiences unfamiliar with that something dramatic happens
his novel will respond well to the on the day that the world “flashadaptation.
forwards” to April 29, 2010. The
Heather Punkert, who at- final episode of the first season is
tended the screening with her slated to both take place on and
sister Betty, supports the show’s air on that date, which happens to
differences.
be Sawyer’s 50th birthday.
“It’s more realistic, more atFlashForward treads a delitainable,” she said.
cate balance between appealing
A fan of Sawyer’s work, to science fiction fans and a wide
Heaher was absolutely pleased audience, but it seems to be sucwith the premiere.
ceeding. The show’s debut drew
“I found that there were a almost 12.5 million viewers, and
lot of references to things in the producers have a five-year plan
book,” she said.
for the plot if the show is picked
“While the science in the up beyond its initial 13-episode
book is technically accurate, it’s run.
not the focus of the story,” added
Betty. “The focus of the story is FlashForward airs at 7 p.m. Thursdays
the people and their stories. The on ABC.
science affects them, but it doesn’t
control them.”
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A real Urban legend
Lindsey Enns
Volunteer
IT’S EASY to see why Keith
Urban is one of country’s biggest
stars.
With his Australian accent,
good looks, and sweet singing
voice, he makes audiences everywhere swoon. The two shows that
he played in Winnipeg on Sept.
26 and 27 at the MTS Centre
proved beyond a doubt that the
country superstar is here to stay.
As the lights began to dim,
the spotlight illuminated Urban’s
silhouette and the crowd erupted
onto their feet. Fans went wild
with excitement as he went
straight into the upbeat “Hit
The Ground Running” off of his
newest album Defying Gravity.
He kept the energy level
high and the crowd on its feet
singing along to such hit songs
as, “Where the Black Top Ends,”

“Days Go By,” and “You’re My
Better Half,” off of his other previously released albums.
Urban is known for more
than his hot cowboy looks and his
song writing abilities. He’s also an
outstanding guitar player. After
ripping through several heavy
guitar solos, it was easy to see
why he is quickly becoming one
of country music’s most talented
guitarists.
After playing a few guitar riffs
to pumpe up the crowd, Urban
took a mellow turn for such heartfelt ballads as “Memories Of Us,”
an acoustic version of “Raining
on a Sunday,” and “Only You
Can Love Me This Way.”
Although Urban is used to
playing in sold out arenas around
the globe, he makes a point of
creating an intimate experience
for all of his fans, including those
without front row tickets.
He ran through the crowd

several times, and unrestrained
fans grabbed him at every angle
as he made his way to a small
center stage near the back of the
MTS Centre.
“Now who’s got the better
seats,” Urban joked, as the fans
went crazy.
“You guys could be anywhere
tonight but you’re here with me.
You could have spent your money
on anything, but you spent it in
order to be here,” Urban gushed
before leaving the stage for the
evening.
A new and upcoming band,
Lady Antebellum, got the night
started shortly after 7:30 pm. They
sang some of their most noted hits
such as “I Run To You,” “Love
Don’t Live Here Anymore,” and
even got the crowd singing along
to their latest, “I Need You Now.”
These two acts are the real
deal for country music lovers.

Lindsey Enns / The Projector

Keith Urban woos the crowd at the MTS Centre.

SYMPHONY

WSO creates magic with Cirque du Soleil

Photos courtesy of the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra

Dancers Elena Tsarkova (left) and Aloysia Gavre perform the the WSO and Cirque du Soleil mash-up.

Emily
Baron Cadloff
Arts Editor
BREATHTAKING. Mesmerizing. Captivating.
The Winnipeg Symphony
Orchestra’s Cirque de la Symphonie was certainly all of this
and more.
The WSO partnered with
world-famous entertainment
mecca Cirque du Soleil to
provide three nights of brilliant
classical music with stupefying
circus acts from Oct. 2 to 4.

It marked the first year the
WSO has brought this show to
Winnipeg, but judging from the
rousing success of the opening
night, it certainly won’t be the
last.
While the superb orchestra played a selection of music
ranging from Tchaikovsky to
Wagner, acrobats, jugglers, and
contortionists wowed the audience with displays of agility and
strength.
The Centennial Concert
Hall auditorium was rocked by
the powerful combination of the
music and movement together.
The Cirque artists included

a juggling clown, contortionist
who balanced on two revolving
stools while performing, and two
separate aerial artists, one flying
high above the audience on a
small ring, the other weaving
himself in and out of ropes suspended above the stage.
Perhaps the greatest circus
feat, however, was the act
performed by two strongmen,
who used their own bodies as
platforms from which to balance
and tumble. The music of Ravel
sounds much more impressive
when you are simultaneously
watching one man balance in a
plank while another does a hand-

stand on the first man’s neck.
The relaxed atmosphere was
a welcome change as well.
Theatre and symphony
performances often give the air
of being stuffy and out of touch.
This performance however,
was anything but. Though the
audience was primarily made up
of older members, there were a
sizeable number of young adults
taking in the show. The audience mixed and mingled during
the intermission and everyone,
regardless of age, gasped in awe
at the amazing talents of the
performers.
The conductor helped facili-
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tate that vibe as well.
Richard Lee, resident
conductor, kept the atmosphere
light and friendly by talking
and joking with the audience in
between numbers. He even participated in a skit with a clown
and a contortionist, causing some
members of the orchestra to
giggle quietly as they played.
This show was spectacular in
every aspect. The music was as
captivating as the circus performances. If the WSO wants to
appeal to younger subscribers,
this is the way to do it.
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Nude poetry
reading returns
Shane Scott-Travis
Nexus (Camosun College)

Missie Peters (left), and David Morris strip bare to fundraise for the Canadian Festival of Spoken Word.

VICTORIA (CUP) – Public
nudity is a taboo in our culture
for many archaic, obnoxious
and perhaps practical reasons,
particularly in Victoria, B.C.
where puritanical views eclipse a
lot of the culture that sweeps the
city. But with the presentation of
Poetry in the Raw III later this
month, the city will be getting a
lot leggier and lovelier.
Missie Peters, architect of
this unveiled event, is enthusiastic
about this year’s faddish fundraiser. Peters and her co-ed poets
say it wasn’t always so easy to get
naked and spout iambic pentameter.
“At a party one night my
friend got naked and read
(Allen Ginsberg’s) Howl. It was
amazing! His neck clenched, his
toes curled — it was beautiful.
And I thought, ‘I have to try
this — right away!’” says Peters,
sounding tickled.
She's quick to point out that
“this isn’t a voyeuristic show,
at all. It is an empowering and
intimate evening that evokes an
atmosphere of reverence.”
The host for the proceedings, David Morris, is the kind of
MC who wouldn’t ask his audience to do anything he wouldn’t
feel comfortable doing himself
— so he invites them to disrobe
along with him, but peeling it
all off isn’t a prerequisite for the
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event.
“I don’t want anyone to be
afraid or uneasy, so I start off
by removing my socks and most
people follow suit,” says Morris.
It isn’t long before he is sky clad
and most of the audience is, too.
“It goes from frightening to
freeing as people are like, ‘Fuck,
I can do this!’ Nudity is seen as it
should be, as something honest
and beautiful,” he says.
And why shouldn’t it be?
Tongues of Fire, the spoken
word collective responsible for
the event, have been as visible
as the emperor’s new clothes in
Victoria since 2004. All funds
raised from this year’s event will
go towards the Canadian Festival
of Spoken Word, happening in
November.
The SNAFU Dance
Company will open this edition
of Poetry in the Raw on Sept.
28. They’ll be joined by the Victoria Slam Team, the aforementioned Morris and Peters, Skawt
Chonnz, Jane Bee and a grab
bag of local spoken word artists,
DJs, and musicians. The group
is sure to make this an au natural
bacchanal.
“It’s about making the body
poetry as opposed to just ‘Girls,
girls, girls!’” says Peters, evoking
Marlene Dietrich’s cabaret
crooner. “You will regret not
coming to this. You only live
once and this is such a unique
experience — like skydiving.”

